This talk concerns some theoretical patterns of the helicity amplitudes for t → W + b decay. 
Introduction
While the theoretical analysis discussed in this talk does involve the observed mass values of the top-quark, W boson, and the b-quark, it is not a matter of any presently available empirical data disagreeing with a standard model (SM) prediction. Instead, the interest is because of some theoretical patterns of the helicity amplitudes for t → W + b decay. The theoretical patterns involve both the standard model's decay helicity amplitudes, A SM (λ W + , λ b ), and the amplitudes A + (λ W + , λ b ) in the case of an additional t R → b L tensorial coupling of relative strength Λ + = E W /2 ∼ 53GeV . To focus the discussion, in this talk the A + amplitudes are interpreted as corresponding to the observed top-quark decays t → W + b [1] . This identification hypothesis might be excluded by future theoretical analysis and/or empirical data; in (I), alternatives to this identification were considered [2] . Experimental tests and measurements in ongoing and forthcoming [1, 3, 4] top-quark decay experiments at hadron and l − l + colliders should be able to significantly clarify matters. The explicit expressions for these amplitudes, and other details, are given in (I) and in a "hep-ph" preprint (II) [2] .
Measurement of the sign of the η L ≡ The definitive empirical test must establish the sign of cos(β L ) where β L is the relative phase of the two λ b = −1/2 amplitudes, A (0, −1/2) and A (−1, −1/2), c.f. Table 1 below.
In the t-quark rest frame, the matrix element for t → W + b is
where µ = λ W + − λ b in terms of the W + and b-quark helicities. Due to rotational invariance, there are four independent A i (λ W + , λ b ) amplitudes for the most general Lorentz coupling. We use the Jacob-Wick phase-convention for the amplitudes and use the subscript "i" to identify the amplitude's associated coupling; in this paper i = SM, (f M + f E ) for only the additional
With respect to the latter case, the Lorentz coupling involving both the SM's
Thus, for Λ + = E W /2 in g L = g f M +f E = 1 units, which corresponds to the (+) amplitudes, the Lorentz structure of the effective coupling is very simple
where
(1 ∓ γ 5 ) and v ν is the W-boson's relativistic four-velocity.
The interest in these particular couplings arose as a by-product of a consideration [6] columns of Table 1 . Such a dynamical-ambiguity produced physically by the additional Lorentz structure is to be contrasted to the mathematical forcing of a "phase-ambiguity"
by simply changing by-hand the sign of one, or more, of the four helicity amplitudes A(λ W , λ b ).
By tuning the effective-mass-scale associated with the additional coupling constant, the addi-
coupling, has respectively changed the sign of the A 0, −
amplitude. In g L = g S+P = g + = 1 units, the corresponding effective-mass scales are 
which follows by setting A + (0, −1/2) = A SM (−1, −1/2) and then expanding in columns in the bottom half of Table   1 . As explained below, for Λ + = E W /2 the magnitudes of these two R-handed moduli are actually exactly equal and not merely numerically equal to the 0.1% level.
We will next discuss different types of helicity amplitude relations involving both the standard model's decay helicity amplitudes, A SM (λ W + , λ b ), and the amplitudes A + (λ W + , λ b ) in the case of an additional t R → b L tensorial coupling of relative strength Λ + . These relations in some cases "explain" and in other cases analytically realize as theoretical patterns, these and other numerical puzzles of Table 1 .
Helicity amplitude relations of types (i) and (ii) are exact ratio-relations holding for all y = 
Helicity amplitude relations
The first type of ratio-relations holds separately for i = (SM), (+); (i):
The second type of ratio-relations relates the amplitudes in the two cases (ii): Two sign-flip relations, note sign changes of amplitudes in Table 1 ,
A + (0, 1/2)
and two non-sign-flip relations
The third type of ratio-relations, follows by determining the effective mass scale, Λ + , so that there is an exact equality for the ratio of left-handed amplitudes (iii):
This was the tuning condition used to produce the dynamical phase-ambiguities of Table 1 [6] .
Equivalently, Λ + = E W /2 follows from each of:
Alternatively, the value of Λ + can be characterized by postulating the existence of a tWb-
2)] and analogously for A + .
Assuming (iii), the fourth type of relation is the equality (iv):
. This is equivalent to the velocity formula v = ay √ 2 Equivalently, for a arbitrary, (15) can be expressed postulating the existence of a second tWbtransformation A + = P A SM where
The above two tWb-transformations do not relate the λ b = − amplitudes. From (i) thru (iv), in terms of a parameter b, the equality (v):
is equivalent to
The choice of b = v −8 = 31.152, gives Note that Q is not a tWb-transformation; Q is obtained from the first listed commutator.
Including the B matrix with both a and b arbitrary, the "commutator + anticommutator" algebra closes with 3 additional matrices C, H, G obtained by {M , B} = −2C; [P , B] = 2H; and {P , C} = −2G. This has generated an additional tWb transformation G ≡ vG; but C ≡ vC and H ≡ vH are not tWb transformations.
Discussion
The elements of the three logically-successive tWb transformations are constrained by the exact helicity amplitude ratio-relations (i) and (ii). Thereby, the type (iii) ratio-relation fixes Λ + = E The additional t R → b L tensorial coupling violates the conventional gauge invariance transformations of the SM and traditionally in electroweak studies such anomalous couplings have been best considered as "induced" or "effective". The f E component corresponds to a "second class current" [7] . f E has a distinctively different reality structure, and time-reversal invariance property versus the first class V, A, f M [8] .
In the present context, supersymmetry could provide a more general and useful off-shell theoretical framework in which to consider these theoretical patterns of the helicity amplitudes for 
Experimental Tests/Measurements
Empirically, important tests of the physical relevance of the theoretical patterns to the observed top-quark decays are: [ 
